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How disruptive change is 
accelerating, and what the future 
has in store for the professions



Yes, there is good news, too:)
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“How does a person go broke? Gradually, then suddenly”  
Ernest Hemingway

How does a business become irrelevant? Gradually, then suddenly. 
(guess who)

Now



“Uncertainty has become so great as to render futile - if not 
counterproductive - the kind of planning that most companies still 
practice: forecasting based on probabilities”     Peter Drucker  1995

Exponential progress of technology



Increased computing power is challenging our assumptions



!

Very soon, reality may actually surpass science fiction

Scene from Minority Report via Youtube



‘Online’    ☯      Offline

Convergence is finally real: media, technology, economies

Human    ☯      Machine



Business as 
usual is dying…



Big changes in who does what: new roles for most of us!



More. Older. Urban. Globalized. Connected.
“The global life expectancy has increased from 64 years in 1990 to 70 years in 2011.  

That's an average increase in life expectancy of 8 hours a day over the last 20 years” 
(MarketingWeek Oct 31 2013)



Pension funds stretched beyond imagination (new social contracts?) 

Huge growth in freelance advisors, consultants, experts 

For our kids: ‘working 2.0’ …until the age of 80 ? 

Gigantic scale of cities allows for myriads of niche services

The impact of urbanisation and demographic changes



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Computing: ➲ Offices ➲ Homes ➲ Pockets ➲ Clothes ➲ Bodies



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Outsourcing our brains, thinking, remembering…?

Google Keep video via Youtube



http://www.businessinsider.com.au/mac-funamizus-future-of-internet-search-2013-11

‘Searching’ becomes 
 seeing, feeling, hearing, 

touching, thinking



Huge gains in speed; switch to ‘just in time’ information retrieval 

Ability to work and communicate anywhere, anytime 

Remote working and telepresence will become the new normal 

 Significant risk of data overload and ‘digital obesity’ 

Total reliance (dependency?) on digital information tools

Impact of computing interface evolution



Total Digitization ➲ Hyper-Efficiency  
➲ “Digital Darwinism”

http://www.ciandt.com/us-en/card/digital-darwinism



Software is eating the world… *Marc Andreessen
The inevitable transfer of value from traditional companies to software companies 

“Software is King (not Content). The two largest sellers of online 
advertising are Google and Facebook; two companies that are 

software companies at their core and produce no content” Tod Sacerdoti via Linkedin



Automation, Robots, Digital Helpers, Smart Software Agents



The legal professions, accounting, HR &  
professional services: the dome is cracking…

Software is eating the world



Everyone is becoming a source of real-time, deep data

“Nothing vast enters the lives of mortals without a curse”



Photo by Homies In Heaven - http://flic.kr/p/d6Ff2C

Big Data: seeing through things becomes dramatically easier

http://techcrunch.com/2014/02/03/twitter-raises-its-enterprise-cred-with-thomson-reuters-sentiment-analysis-deal/

http://flic.kr/p/d6Ff2C


“Big business decisions will be made not be experts 
or intuition but by big data and predictive analytics”  

Virginia Rometty, CEO and chairwoman of IBM, speaking at the Council of Foreign Relations on March 7. 

!
To 2014 and Beyond http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/digital-living/9549067/To-2014-and-Beyond

http://www.stuff.co.nz/technology/digital-living/9549067/To-2014-and-Beyond


Finding, reviewing, analysing everything using ‘intelligent agents’ is a game-changer



Significant cost reduction through virtualisation, cloud, mobile, AI 

Increased efficiency & transparency squashes margins, £-per-unit, PPP 

Many core offerings become largely commoditised (e.g. music, telcos) 

But: much larger audience (market) can be reached at much lower cost 

Barriers to entry are significantly reduced, outliers often use back-
doors to quickly disrupt traditionally walled-in sectors (AirBnB)

Impact of ‘total digitization'



Cyber-crime becomes top challenge: global standards needed



Technology gains will bring a tidal wave of vexing ethical dilemmas

From Feasibility to Ethics: it will become increasingly hard to define whether a new 
technology is an overall good thing or not; and the question will no longer be 

whether technology can do something but whether it should be done.



Kevin Kelly in http://www.wired.com/gadgetlab/2012/12/ff-robots-will-take-our-jobs/all/

http://www.wired.com/gadgetlab/2012/12/ff-robots-will-take-our-jobs/all/


Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Machines: yes, they can…

From the movie ‘HER’ (Spike Jonez), via Youtube



http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2012-12-13/robot-workers-coexistence-is-possible

Automation is coming to everything everywhere 



http://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2014/01/what-jobs-will-the-robots-take/283239/

Routine-based, average wage, mid-skills jobs: destined for automation



Software and computers may start doing some ‘brain work’, too



http://www.economist.com/news/briefing/21594264-previous-technological-innovation-has-always-delivered-more-long-run-employment-not-less

“The machines are not just cleverer, they also have access to far more data.  
The combination of big data and smart machines will take over some occupations 

wholesale; in others it will allow firms to do more with fewer workers.  
Text-mining programs will displace professional jobs in legal services.  

Accountants may follow travel agents, tellers into unemployment as tax software improves.  
Machines are already turning sports results and financial data into good-enough news stories.   

A taxi driver will be a rarity in many places by the 2030s or 2040s”





Right Brain. Imagination. Wisdom. Social & Emotional Intelligence.

IBM DIKW via Youtube / SmarterPlanet



Much reduced need for humans to carry out simple, manual, ’robotic’ labor 

Increased overall productivity, efficiency, safety, energy savings, sustainability 

Huge gains in automation-related professions (tech, neurosciences, UI, design) 

Integration of robots in almost every segment of society (ethics challenge!) 

Are we entering a new ‘age of leisure’? Next: a guaranteed minimum income?

The impact of automation





http://volinskyconsulting.com/blog/2010-09-12/preview-of-google-as-third-half-of-your-brain/

In a profile of deep-learning pioneer and now part-time 
Googler Geoff Hinton, WIRED’s Daniela Hernandez writes: 
“The key difference between deep learning and other 
approaches to artificial intelligence is that it aims to free 
machines from the need for human intervention, to give them 
a human-like understanding of our environment”

http://www.technologyreview.com/featuredstory/513696/deep-learning/

http://www.wired.com/wiredenterprise/2014/01/geoffrey-hinton-deep-learning/


Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/2621915



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

With ubiquitous connectivity, real-time data, cloud-computing and 
‘basic AI’ some prediction or even precognition is becoming feasible



So how long will it really take before machines can truly substitute humans?

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Technological_singularity



Source: Why Watson Is Real Artificial Intelligence http://www.slate.com/blogs/future_tense/2014/02/14/watson_is_real_artificial_intelligence_despite_claims_to_the_contrary.html 

Understanding the simple sentence  
“After the holidays, the scale 

becomes my enemy”  
is still considered an  

impossible challenge for a computer

http://www.slate.com/blogs/future_tense/2014/02/14/watson_is_real_artificial_intelligence_despite_claims_to_the_contrary.html


‘Human-only’ jobs move further up the food-chain * 

Humanness is no longer an impediment but the key objective 

Complex (and most other) service jobs will grow; 50%+ new 

Social and emotional intelligence trump ‘machine thinking’

Impact of AI and Big Data



Technology has no ethics - but every human society needs them



1. Exponential technological changes and the resulting ‘acceleration of everything’ 
require us to think exponential; go beyond the obvious 

2. Business as usual is dead or dying: huge pivot point opportunities! 
3. Digital darwinism impacts almost every industry; ‘software eats the world’, total 

digitization destroys silos, advantages become transient 
4. Most ‘repetitive’ jobs will be automated away - right brain skills will matter more 

than ever; 50%+ will be new jobs that don’t yet exist 
5. Technology has no ethics - but human societies depend on them. 

6. ‘The best way to predict the future is to create it’ (Alan Kay)


